
The Sport Club program consists of sponsored student organizations that comprise the        
University of Texas Sport Club Association (UTSCA). Each club offers students the opportunity to 
pursue a higher degree of participation with a group of individuals interested in the same level and type 
of sport. The UTSCA promotes student participation in a wide variety of physical and athletic activities, 
contributes to the development of student leadership and provides a bond between individual clubs. 
Each club is formed, developed, governed and administered by the student membership of the club 
working in conjunction with RecSports. While RecSports assists in the development and growth of 
each club, the emphasis of the program is on student leadership and involvement. The existence of 
each sport club and the UTSCA is dependent upon student interest and participation.
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UTSCA Policy concerning Medicine in Motion 
For 2017-18, the UTSCA has an agreement with Medicine in Motion (MIM) to provide athletic 
training services for specified Club teams.  This agreement establishes Medicine in Motion 
as the sole field medical provider for assigned teams.  Requests to Medicine in Motion 
for other events will be taken with priority, however may necessitate other options.  A 
club’s inability to comply with UTSCA/MIM policies and procedures may forfeit the club’s ability to 
use any athletic training service.   

Through this agreement the UTSCA monitors the following items:  
I. All authorized representatives must meet with the Sport Club Staff and MIM for meetings 

at the beginning of each semester to confirm practice times and review expectations 
a. It is the dual responsibility for MIM and the authorized representatives to review MIM 

policies and procedures with their members within the first two weeks of practice 
b. Practice times and locations need to be confirmed at least one month prior to 

meeting with MIM 
c. The MIM staff will have meetings with: 

i. UTSCA and the team captains 
ii. With each team individually 

II. MIM will send semesterly invoices for basic coverage of supplies, practices and home 
events to the Sport Club Staff and team leaders 

a. It is the club’s responsibility to review the invoice prior to the payment approval 
b. Away events are optional coverage as it’s the club’s responsibility to provide travel 

expenses for the athletic trainer 
c. Cancellations or rescheduling of games, practices or tournaments require a one-

week notice to the athletic trainer or the team will be charged for that event 
III. All student athletes must follow the proper protocol concerning re-entry to play based on 

MIM policies and procedures  

Failure to comply with MIM policies and procedures could forfeit the 
student athlete’s current and future participation within the UTSCA  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The Role of the Athletic Trainer 
MIM will provide certified and licensed athletic trainers for practices, tournaments and home 
events.  Services include the following: 

I. Assess and treat minor and moderate injuries and illnesses 
II. Help determine, if necessary, to seek further medical care with an MD or ER 
III. Progress athletes to return to play with mild and moderate injuries within athletic trainer 

capabilities 
IV. Adhere to team physician medical practices 
V. Provide warm-up/cool-down instruction to athletes as needed  
VI. Provide on-site therapy for mild to moderate injuries if time and equipment permits 
VII. Help the team with the administrative needs for the medical program 

The Role of the Team Physician  
I. Provide physicals and concussion baseline testing for all NEW players at the beginning of 

each season 
II. Provide same day appointments for athletes to expedite care 
III. Review RETURNING athletes updated medical history forms yearly for issues concerning 

the activity or sport 
IV. Review injuries serious enough to require MD evaluation before athlete is cleared to return 

to sport 
V. Provide malpractice and liability insurance for athletic trainer and physician services 
VI. Provide all salary and benefits for medical personnel utilized for services above and 

supervise the work of the athletic trainers 
VII. Be on-call for any medical concerns the athletic trainer has with any particular athlete 
VIII.Provide discounted office services for the covered teams 

Supplies 
MIM will select and stock appropriate supplies for field care of athletes.  MIM will provide an 
estimate of supplies, which is included in the semester invoice sent to the covered teams and 
UTSCA. Additional supplies if needed will be purchased by MIM for the teams and invoiced to the 
teams. 
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Any and all Sport Clubs utilizing Medicine in Motion services agree to the following team 
expectations: 

I. NEW players MUST obtain a sports physical, with concussion baseline testing, from Team 
Physician 
a. Sports physicals are covered by the $65 new athlete participation fee detailed below 

II. Returning players must fill out yearly online medical history update forms 
a. Sports physicals are not required for returning players 

III. Players need to notify medical team for any injury or illness serious enough to prevent play 
or serious enough to require physical evaluation regardless if the injury happened at 
practice or not 

IV. Team physician evaluation will be expected for injuries requiring surgery or significant time 
out of activity 

V. Each athlete may see the physician of their choice for treatment, but for serious 
injuries or illnesses they must be seen by the Team Physician to be cleared to 
return to play.  Timeline for return to play will depend on the injury severity and 
speed of recovery 

Finances 
The hours needed for the athletic trainer and on-field medical supplies for the year will be 
calculated and billed to the team every semester along with the medical supply estimate 
mentioned below: 

I. Games or practices not on the original schedule may incur additional fees for the athletic 
trainer to cover 

II. Hours for athletic training services not included in the original estimate may incur additional 
fee 

III. For new athletes only: They will be billed $65 to participate in this medical plan for the 
duration of their 4 years at UT for as long as they continue to participate with the team 

IV. Some conferences for the team may require medical insurance to participate and it is the 
team’s responsibility to manage that for their players 

V. The chart in Appendix A demonstrates typical charges for medical services at different 
locations in Austin; Medicine in Motion is discounting their services for these teams 
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Treatment of Injuries 
When an individual comes to MIM for treatment of injury, or to be cleared to play from an injury, 
there are charges associated with that service. 

YOUR MEDICAL INSURANCE WILL BE BILLED. 

For any services provided, but not covered by insurance, THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT 
ATHLETE WILL BE BILLED FOR THE REMAINDER OF ANY FEES DUE. This will be 
discussed prior to services being performed 

Insurance Rules MIM Must Follow 
I. All patients must be billed the same amount, discounts for individuals and teams cannot 

be given per insurance rules 
a. Exception: patients who do not have insurance can be given a discount if paid in 

full at the time of the office visit, or if a payment plan is agreed to at time of service; 
this is why MIM asks for payment at the time of service 

II. If funds due are not collected by the individual at the time of the office visit, a serious effort 
must be made to collect those funds; MIM will contact athletes who may owe money for 
services provided 

III. The individual’s medical insurance plan dictates prices for all services at all medical 
facilities. There are different prices for ER, urgent care, specialist and UT clinic which are 
defined by those clinics and their agreements with each insurance plan. MIM has sought 
to provide services at the most reasonable prices for all patients and especially our UT 
athletes. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
Can a recent visit to a primary care physician/specialist prevent the need to see Dr. Pyron?  

1. New player physicals need to be done with MIM even if done by another physician. This is 
so we become acquainted with your specific medical needs and obtain a concussion 
baseline. 

2. After a significant occurrence such as surgery, players need to be seen by Dr. Pyron.  MIM 
checks for sport-specific clearance that isn’t typically administered by a primary care 
physician or surgeon.  Also, we need to assess functional ability prior to return to sport. If 
there is a deficit, the athlete can work with the athletic trainer to overcome that typically 
within days/few weeks.   

3. The Team Physician is trained specifically in how to make sure active people stay active 
and safe, and in turn, this is why we have entrusted them the care for our student-athletes. 
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Return to Play 
For all injuries and illnesses 
After treatment recommended by Dr. Pyron and/or athletic trainer is completed: 

I. Player must have no symptoms or minimal symptoms deemed safe by the medical staff 
II. Player may need to set up an appointment to see Dr. Pyron to be cleared to return to play 

as determined by the medical staff; all concussions require a visit with Dr. Pyron 
III. Player will follow the protocol set by Dr. Pyron to return to play while supervised by the 

athletic trainer 

Concussion Protocol 
Once a player sustains a head injury: 

I. The athletic trainer will evaluate the player to determine if further evaluation by Dr. Pyron is 
necessary.  If the player is not showing ANY signs/symptoms of concussion or worse 
injury, the player may continue playing per the athletic trainer’s progression of return to 
play. 

II. If the athletic trainer is not present at the time of the head injury (i.e. Away event) and the 
coach recognizes any sign or symptom of a concussion, he or she will have the player 
discontinue activity immediately. The coach HAS to let the athletic trainer know about the 
injury as soon as possible. The athletic trainer will help the player manage their injury. 

III. If the athletic trainer or coach suspects a concussion, the player will come into MIM to see 
Dr. Pyron, so they can be tested on a computer to be compared to their baseline test.   

IV. Dr. Pyron will evaluate the player and determine a treatment plan 
V. When Dr. Pyron determines that the player is symptom free and ready to begin a return to 

play protocol, the player will take a final computerized concussion test to determine if their 
brain function has also returned to normal as compared to baseline concussion test. If 
their brain function is back to normal, then they may begin a return to play protocol under 
the supervision of the athletic trainer.  

VI. Return to play protocol (May be adjusted to fit the specific needs of the player) 
	 	 	 	 	 Day 1: 20 minutes on stationary bike 
	 	 	 	 	 Day 2: 30 minutes of light weight lifting 
	 	 	 	 	 Day 3: Sport specific skills training 
	 	 	 	 	 Day 4: Non-contact practice 
	 	 	 	 	 Day 5: Full contact  
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Pricing for Athletes WITH INSURANCE 
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Pricing for Athletes WITHOUT INSURANCE (CASH PAY) 
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